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Trends, and their underlying forces, are evolving, interconnected and often tricky to 
pin down.

Often though, trends reports are a 
combo of predictions + fads, mixed with 
actual trend data.

At Foodscape Group, to both measure 
and interpret the forces that matter, 
we decided to employ a mixed model 
approach - meaning a combination of 
quantitative and qualitative data inputs 
to reach a meaningful conclusion - what 
we call our Foodscape POV™.

For the quantitative portion, we source and quantify a heaping pile of wide-ranging 
trends reports across the beverage, culinary and food industries.

For the qualitative portion, quite simply, we use our expertise and years of experience 
to suss out what’s really going on for a given metatrend.
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Source Data:
• Sources for trend reports include grocery store 

chains, digital marketing agencies, consumer 
insights groups, media organizations, consumer 
websites, etc. 

• Eliminated duplicate reports, reports using old 
or plagarized data, and reports showing bias as 
a marketing tool for one ingredient/product.

Time Frame:
• Reports released in 2018 with a cut-off date of January 15, 2019

Global Distribution:
• Only English language reports 

included 

• Reports sourced from 12 countries, 
with approximately 55% from the 
U.S.
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Plant Forward is the top metatrend of 2019, followed by Taste The Globe, 
then Eco Eats. This combination of plants + global + sustainability is the 
power trio leading the way in new product development targeting health 
and wellness consumers. Increasingly, health and wellness consumers are 
virtually synonymous with mainstream consumers, suggesting this power 
trio is an ideal foundation for all product ideation and innovation.

Top 10

For the fourth year running, our #1 Metatrend is ‘plant related’.

• About 1/3 of Americans are 
adding more plant-based 
foods into their diet. 
 

• 83% of them are doing it 
to “improve health and 
nutrition”.
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#1 - Plant Forward

 » Plant based is here to stay – now it’s about the details… 

 » Plant-based doesn’t automatically mean ‘healthier’ or more 
nutritious by virtue of eliminating animal based ingredients; 
however, plant-based foods/beverages are and will continue to 
enjoy a health halo 

 » Carefully consider the first/lead ingredient(s) in order to best 
leverage nutrient-dense plant forward nutrition 

 » Affordability is key to increasing consumption of fruits and 
vegetables!

Subtrends
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#2 - Taste The Globe

 » Between the influence of social media and more global travel, 
consumers are increasingly familiar and comfortable with an ever-
widening variety of tastes, flavors and textures…they seek what’s 
new and different 

 » The flavor inspiration path often begins in social media, moves 
through home kitchens and/or restaurants and then infuses the 
CPG space 

 » There are opportunities for flavor improvements and 
enhancements in plant-based space in particular!

Subtrends
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#3 - Eco Eats

Subtrends

 » Recognize consumers will continue to want a more sustainable 
food/beverage supply and will be looking for related marketing 
claims 

 » Sustainability begins at the farm level – expect more upcycled 
ingredients, some of which may be sold Direct-To-Consumer online 
and others will stay in the more traditional B to B space 

 » Recognize clean label standards are variable and differ by product 
category – especially for meat/dairy alternatives and nostalgic 
classics
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#4 - Non-Diet Diets

Subtrends:

 » No doubt the rather dichotomous world of ‘diet’ will continue - 
vegan on one end and Paleo-into-Keto on the other 

 » Recognize that many mainstream consumers land in the middle 
zone of ‘transitioning omnivore’ - meaning they’ll eat vegan-ish on 
some days and then happily indulge with a slice or two of meat 
lover's pizza on other days! 

 » Expect ongoing scientific and public policy debate on the 
definition and impact of ultra-processed foods in the diet
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#5 - Gutsy Health

Subtrends:

 » For probiotics, a key product differentiator will be whether or 
not a product contains naturally-occurring probiotics based on 
source ingredients and processing techniques, or if commercially-
available probiotics are added by the manufacturer after 
pasteurization 

 » Expect purist gut-focused consumers to be drawn to those foods/
beverages like kimchi, tempeh, kefir, natto, miso, drinkable yogurts 
and other options that offer a variety of gut-friendly probiotics 
arising naturally from fermentation 

 » Overall, anticipate this area of nutrition/health research to be one 
of the most prolific in the upcoming years
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#6 - Me, Myself, & I

Subtrends

 » Expect a continued focus on the individual which means 
personalization on all levels 

 » Key will be to what extent mass brands effectively scale their 
unique brand attributes in individualized ways that allow the 
consumer to feel a given product/service has been made expressly 
for them 

 » There will be a continued merging of convenience, the eating 
experience, and increasingly, homemade/semi-homemade ‘meal’-
like eating occasions
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#7 - CBD Rules

Subtrends:

 » A bill signed in late 2018 in US removed hemp-derived products like 
CBD from the list of Schedule 1 controlled substances, and allowed 
for the cultivation of hemp, which is defined as having less than 
0.3% THC content 

 » The science substantiation linked to specific CBD outcomes in 
humans is just not ready for prime time 

 » And remember, ‘One compound cannot cure everything!’ 

 » The super-excitement around CBD is a very US phenomenon
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#8 - Comfort & Cognition

Subtrends:

 » Consumers seek mental well being 

 » Plays out in often disparate ways, from home baking on one hand 
to keto nootropic supplements on the other 

 » Recognize ingredients – in foods, beverages or supplement form 
– play a role, but equally important is the calm and ease offered 
by a total brand experience from ingredient transparency to the 
purchasing path experience 

 » Experts and consumers alike recognizing…it’s about the MIND 
(feelings/beliefs) and the BRAIN (cognition/memory)
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#9 - Tech Support

Subtrends:

 » Important to recognize that tech is the support behind many 
of the other metatrends and subtrends – including gut health, 
convenience, personalized nutrition, etc. 

 » Not yet, but perhaps soon, blockchain will help revolutionize the 
way a consumer can trace a food product from farm to finish with 
a level of transparency and immediacy previously unknown 

 » Consumers often want what technology can do behind the scenes, 
but still crave a human (or humanized?) element
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#10 - Not So Sweet Treats

Subtrends:

 » Expect lower sugar, less sweet profiles across dessert categories, 
and often with vegan angles 

 » Dark chocolate remains on trend with emphasis on quality of 
offering as the point of difference 

 » Functional ice creams will continue to take hold, especially if they 
match a specific day part like bedtime
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THE FooDSCApE poV

Dr. Rachel Cheatham is the 
founder of Foodscape Group, 
LLC and chief author of this 

report. With a rather unique background of 
former commercial television producer and 
former public relations professional working 
with global food, beverage and dietary 
supplement companies on one hand and a 
PhD in nutritional biochemistry from Tufts 
University on the other, she integrates her 
creative media and marketing knowledge 
with hard science to yield the Foodscape POV. 
Importantly, Foodscape is not endorsing any 
particular company or brand included herein, 
but rather sharing a subjective POV about 
what exists in the current landscape and what 
that may mean for the future foodscape.

For a deeper dive into the full Top 10 Foodscape Metatrends 2019, feel free to 
reach out.  We can prepare customized on-site presentations, workshops and 
Q&A that will delve into the nuances of the main questions on the table:

• How to best integrate more plant-based foods/ingredients?
• What exactly are clean label ingredients?
• ...and do GMOs get a pass if they have a sustainability angle?
• Who really is this Transitioning Omnivore and how do we cater to the 

growing market segment?
• If it’s made for my specific diet-type today, can it easily become part of 

my diet tomorrow?

quESTionS@FooDSCApEgroup.Com



QUESTIONS?

It’s quite possible this mini-report prompts questions that aren’t answered here. 
If so, please don’t hesitate to reach out to Foodscape Group at: 
questions@foodscapegroup.com

DISCLAIMER

All corporate identities including individual company names, trademarks 
and/or service marks mentioned in this document are the property of their 
respective owners. Such references are for illustrative purposes only, and are 
not intended to suggest that Foodscape Group is affiliated with or has been 
authorized, sponsored or endorsed by their respective owners in any way. All 
data is secondary data based on public information from sources believed 
to be reliable; however, Foodscape Group does not guarantee the accuracy 
or completeness of this document, and does not accept any liability in this 
regard. The data, insights, information and opinions in this document are 
for discussion purposes only and do not constitute an offer, invitation or 
recommendation.

COPYRIGHT

All rights reserved. No part of this document may be reproduced, distributed, 
transmitted or shared in any format without prior written permission from 
Foodscape Group.
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